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route data
Running
Distance 6.4 mi

Duration 1:34 h

Ascent 220 ft

Descent 220 ft

Difficulty easy

Stamina

Technique

Altitude

89 ft

272 ft

Best time of year

DECNOVOCT

SEPAUGJUL

JUNMAYAPR

MARFEBJAN

Ratings
Authors

Experience

Landscape

Community

More route data

Andrew Lewis
Update: May 16, 2022

Start: Beaver Hill

Via: Waverley Estate, Catchliffe, Treeton, Waverley

Lakes, Woodhouse Mill, Beaver Hill.

From Handsworth Grange Sports centre travel left out

of the gates on Beaver Hill Road to the junction of

Retford Road, travel up towards Handsworth and turn

right at the first junction onto the B6066 Rtherham

Road.

Then straight on until round about with Highfiled

Spring and Highfiled Lane. Follow the B6066 along

Highfield Spring until the next round about.

From here faster runners should loop back until they

get to the back runner and then return back to the

orginal route.

From here continue along Highfield Way, over one

more round abouts, until hit Popular Way round about.

Here turn right down popular way towards Catcliffe.

At the "T" junction faster runners should loop back until

they get to the back runner and then return back to the

orginal route.

Then turn left along the B6066, towards Catcliffe,
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following the line of the river, to your right. Once you

hit the next round about stick to the left hand side and

cross the road just prior to the bridge. Go around the

round about, heading up the B6067 towards Treeton.

Once over the river, stop have a drink and wait for

everbody to catch up.

Turn sharp left onto the public footpath with the river

to your left. Follwoing the line of the river through the

wooded area and conitune on along the line of the river

when you get to the open grassed area.

At the end of here you will come to a gate leading to a

lane.

From here faster runners should loop back until they

get to the back runner and then return back to the

orginal route.

Turn right onto the track leading to Old Flatts Farm and

then on to Flats Lane. At the junction of Flatts Lane and

Bole Hill, turn right, up Well Lane into Treeton until you

meet the first Round about.

Here stop have a drink and wait for everbody to catch

up - you will need it

Then follow along Well Lane and Station Road, over the

Bridge and though the traffic light (Best to stay on the

right hand side foot path).

At the bottom of Mill Lane, just after the row of houses

on you left, cross the road and turn left up the public

foot path, through the wooded area.

Follow this path striaght on until you get to a foot

bridge over the river on your right.

Cross the bridge and turn left following the river on

your left and Waverley lakes on your right.

After some time the path trun right up towards the

Coalbrook Estate

At this point faster runners should loop back until they

get to the back runner and then return back to the

orginal route.

Continue along the path a few hundred meters then

there will be a gate to you left, take this gate and follow

the path follow along the playing fields until you reach

the traffic lights at Woodhouse Mill

Here faster runners should loop back until they get to

the back runner and then return back to the orginal

route.

From here turn right heading back to Handsworth

Grange Sports centre

Waypoints

Start
Loop Back Point 1

Once here Loop back until to get to the tail runner

Loop Back Point 2
Once here Loop back until to get to the tail runner

Danger Crossing
Danger road crossing

Catch Up Point
Take a drink and wait until all catch up

Loop Back Point 3
Once here Loop back until to get to the tail runner

Catch Up Point
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Take a drink and wait until all catch up

Loop Back Point 4
Once here Loop back until to get to the tail runner

Loop Back Point 5
Once here Loop back until to get to the tail runner

Finish

Takeaway route for iPhone and Android

Scan QR code, save this route
offline, share with friends and
more...
Website
https://out.ac/I4WkLT
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Legend

Topography

Wood, forest

Moor,  swamp, marsh

Residential area
with single building

Industrial area
with single building

Cemetery

Golf course

Sportsfield, stadium

Stadium

Vineyard

Heath

Open-air pool

Petrograph

Country border

State border

District border

Nature reserve

Contour line

Special use area

900900

Topographic signs

Summit cross 

Elevation point

Rock

Cave

Church

Chapel

Cemetery

Palace/Castle

Abbey

Monument

Ruin

Mine

Cairn

Broadcasting tower

Windwheel

Water-/windmill 

Viewpoint

Road and track

Motorway

Highway

Statal road

Road

Main agricultural road

Agricultural road

Via Ferrata

Trail

Lifts and railway

Ropeway lift

Gondola lift

Chairlift

Ski-, draglift

Aerial ropeways

Railway

Suburban train

Subway

Tram

Railway station
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